
Nomad Library Club is your Deep Work oasis for creative exchange, strategic meetings or horizon-
expanding workshops. Modern concrete outside, warm wooden walls inside - here, contrasts come
together and ideas are transformed into reality. Up to 15 people can immerse themselves together in the
Library Club to work and create - true to the motto: go for it and grow from it. Followed by apéro with
bubbles & tasty snacks, of course.

Nomad's 
library club

For up to 15 people
Configuration

Size
60 m2

Features
Tables of various sizes distributed around the room, chairs, bench, sofa, armchairs,

daylight, floor lamps and spotlights & plants

Services include
WLAN, fruit bowls & Basler mineral water 

sparkling or still, coffee machine & electric kettle with tea

Room rental
Entre day (unlimited)  640

Half day (up to 4 hours)  420

A room to feel good in
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Equipment options on request
Projector, screen, whiteboards, moderation and writing utensils
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Give your day a boost

Nomad's
coffEe Break

Selection of refreshing soft drinks from 5.50/per drink

Nomad Lemonade  14.50/liter
Passionsfruit-Ginger Lemonade  14.50/liter

Fruit Ice Tea  14/liter
Apple-mint Ice Tea  14/liter

Vanilla Ice Tea  14/liter

DRINKS & Snacks

Coffee break morning

Coffee break afternoon

Croissant  2.50/piece
Chocolate croissant  3/piece
Glutenfree muffin  2/piece
Homemade granola  5/glass

Yogurt  4/cup

chocolate cake  7/piece
lemon cake  7/piece

Walnut macaroons with thyme honey  6/piece
eton mees with berry compote  6.50/glass

chocolate mousse  9.50/glass
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The place to meet up

The designer restaurant
The Eatery is the heart of Nomad. The lively but uncomplicated atmosphere is perfect for a cozy dinner, 
a varied business lunch or a hearty brunch. With seats for 110 guests, the Eatery has room for quiet corners
as well as space for events with live music. The all-window front lets in lots of light, and when the weather
is nice we open the windows wide. The Eatery then merges with the sunny boulevard, and we also serve
food outside when the weather is good.

The menu consists of favourite dishes from around the world that the urban nomad has enjoyed on his
travels. Our international kitchen team brings together delicious food travel memories and quenches your
wanderlust from noon to night. After dinner, the bartenders will mix you a cocktail at the long bar in the
middle of the Eatery.

The long bar with lounge and boulevard is Basel’s after-work hotspot for urban cosmopolitans in the
middle of the lively business district. Out international bar team creates signature drinks that will help
you unwind after work. You’ll be tempted to stay for a second round of drinks. 

Nomad's
EATERY & Bar
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Nomad's
Terms & Conditions

Cancellation is possible free of charge up to 72 hours before the agreed date. 
After that we charge 100% of the agreed price. No-shows will be charged 100%.

Couldn't find the right offer for you in our suggestions? Then contact us! 
We will be happy to work out an individual offer together with you.

Contact
T  061 690 91 60
m  eatery@nomad.ch

Parking in our underground garage is subject to availability and must be reserved in advance.

Parking
Daily fee 25


